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Season 38, Episode 216
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11.06.01 - Tuesday



Preview:Luke arrives to save Laura.
Recap:Laura went along with Stavros' romantic fantasy in the hopes of saving her family and friends. Stavros said that he would compromise by sparing Bobbie and Alexis, but that was the best he could do. That wasn't enough for Laura, especially when Stavros said that he wouldn't spare Lucky. Laura reached out to slap him, and Stavros knocked her to the ground. He faulted Luke for making Laura unable to love him, and he determined to kill Luke immediately. Just then, Luke barged in the room prepared to rescue Laura. Gia pressed Nikolas to go along with his father's demands in order for them to remain together, but Nikolas knew that he would be unable to trick Stavros twice. Instead, he was focused on escaping the locked chamber. Using his status as a Cassadine prince, he convinced one of the guards to release them from the cell. Scott and Roy tried to enlist Lucky in their quest to find the Cassadine lab. Lucky refused because he feared that Helena's
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
6 November 2001, 00:00
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